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While drivers must speak English during roadside inspections, it can be
easier for some to manage their day-to-day operations in Spanish, the
firm noted.

RELATED MEDIA

Trucking divided over ELD
delay effort

Gorilla Safety ELD offered in Spanish
Makes compliance with ELD mandate easier for “bi-lingual fleets,” the company
says.
American Trucker staff

Trucking software provider Gorilla Safety  is rolling out a
Spanish-language version of its electronic logging device (ELD) is now available in
Spanish to address the hours of service (HOS) compliance needs of help “bi-lingual
fleets.”

Developed to meet the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) ELD
mandate, which takes effect in December, Gorilla said its device affords users the ability
to track HOS data, stay compliant with edits, and automate all documents required for
roadside inspections.

While drivers must speak English during roadside inspections, it can be easier for some to
manage their day-to-day operations in Spanish, noted Mark Walton, Gorilla’s co-founder
and CEO.

Thus offering the ELD in both English and Spanish will aid these drivers as they seek to
comply with the new rule, he stressed.

“Availability in Spanish provides greater ease of use, flexibility and easier compliance and
adoption for fleets of all sizes,” Walton noted in a statement. “Offering it in Spanish will
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Rotating a cave-
dwelling task force
Tucked inside a group of

caves located somewhere in the snow-bound hillsides of

Norway lie 500 pieces of U.S. Marine Corps military

equipment – tanks, light armored vehicles and, yes,

more than a few trucks – that is “pre-positioned” for rapid

deployment in case an emergency arises. Every so

often, though, this gear must be rotated with fresh

equipment brought into Norway via ship. The Marines

recently rotated their Norway force equipment back in

June; is an inside look at that logistics effort. (All photos

courtesy of the U.S. Marine Corps)
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allow fleets to not only make even easier transitions to compliance but also attract more
drivers.  This is especially important as the industry anticipates continued driver
shortages.”

Gorilla’s ELD works as a stand-alone solution or in sync with its mobile app to maintain
logbook records and easily track and store driver HOS data inside a smartphone. The
software is compatible with iOS and Android smartphones and tablets and also features a
web-based dashboard.
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Dash Cam of the Week
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Dash Cam of the
Week: It's all downhill
from here 2

Why, you might ask,

would a highway patrol car in Mexico be driving down

the freeway with both doors open? Well, whether it’s

standard procedure or improvisation by the troopers, the

point was to set up a rolling road block behind a runaway

rig that’s the unwitting star of this Dash Cam of the

Week....More

MORE
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